BLASTING GELATINE, BALLISTITE AND
PROGRESSIVE-POWDER
it unsuitable. Nobel therefore suggested other ingredients such
as acetine and similar substances. Moreover the committee did
not consider the use of so-called soluble nitro-cellulose as particularly
advantageous, since the types of nitro-cellulose involved were
changeable in their composition. On the proposal of Abel, " the
distinguished advocate for guncotton " as Nobel had called him as
early as 1870, and of Dewar, experiments were made instead with
highly nitrated so-called insoluble guncotton, which resulted in the
production of a kind of powder containing 58 per cent nitro-
glycerine, 37 per cent guncotton and 5 per cent vaseline which,
with the assistance of a volatile solvent acetone, was reduced to
gelatine. The mass was then pressed in strips or cords, hence the
English name cordite. After pressing, the acetone was eliminated
by drying.
Abel and Dewar now proceeded to patent this modified form of
nitro-glycerine-nitro-cellulose powder both in England and in
several other countries. The English patent rights were made
over to the British Government, the vendors retaining their
rights in the foreign patents which they afterwards duly exploited.
The fact that the new powder had been patented was at first
kept secret; and strangely enough the commission kept in touch
with Alfred Nobel, .who informed them of the further progress that
he made. After negotiations for a kind of joint interest in the dis-
coveries of both sides had proved fruitless, the collaboration was
brought to an end and the British War Office decided, on the
advice of the commission, to arrange for the manufacture of cordite
in accordance with Abel's and Dewar's patent, and to introduce the.
powder into the British Army and Navy.
Nobel's Explosives Company, which had acquired Nobel's ballistite
patent, regarded this as an infringement of their patent, and pro-
tested. After fruitless negotiations it was decided to submit the
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